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Dissociation of the tantalum oxide cation, a strongly bound diatomic, is simulated for the multiple-collision
environment of a quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer using a model based on thermal unimolecular reaction
theory. The intact diatomic ion is assigned a specific internal temperature at which it undergoes collisional
activation and deactivation during a random walk in energy space. Collisional energy transfer is assumed to
proceed via independent vibrational and rotational processes, as described by the refined impulse approximation
and exponential transition probability, with dissociation occurring when the vibrational energy exceeds the
rotational-energy-dependent barrier for dissociation. Processing the data from many such random walks yields
the simulated dissociation kinetics and time-dependent internal energy distribution of an ion population at
the specified internal temperature. Comparison of experimental dissociation rates with those obtained via
simulations performed over a series of temperatures enables prediction of internal temperatures and
corresponding internal energy distributions for tantalum oxide ion populations undergoing resonance excitation.
Although the simulations indicate that rotational-energy transfer can lead to significantly higher dissociation
rates than those associated with purely vibrational-energy transfer, the results obtained in this study suggest
that ion internal temperatures in the tens of thousands of degrees are required nonetheless to dissociate a
strongly bound diatomic ion such as tantalum oxide, and the experimental data demonstrate that resonance
excitation in a quadrupole ion trap can achieve the necessary temperatures.

Introduction

Quadrupole ion traps, as currently used in chemical research,
are typically operated with a low-mass buffer gas, usually
helium, present at a pressure of roughly 1 mTorr. One of the
primary roles for the buffer gas is deceleration of ions via
momentum transfer collisions, the overall purpose being to
facilitate capture of ions injected from external ion sources1-4

and to thermalize and collapse ion populations to the center of
the trapping volume. Another important function of the buffer
gas is serving as the target species for collisional activation
experiments; in this role, transfer of kinetic energy to internal
energy is the important underlying phenomenon. A variety of
techniques for accelerating ions in ion traps for collisional
activation purposes have been reported.5-12 These include,
among others, accelerating a parent ion at or near its fundamental
z-dimension secular frequency by applying a sine wave to the
end-cap electrodes5 (i.e., the so-called resonance excitation
technique), placing an ion near to the edge of the stability
diagram so that the ion is accelerated by the radio frequency
drive voltage,7-9 and applying a low-frequency signal to the
end caps.12

A wide range of ions, extending from strongly bound diatomic
ions13 to multiply charged proteins with masses exceeding 10
kDa,14-16 has been dissociated using collisional activation in
quadrupole ion traps. Despite the relatively modest center-of-

mass collision energies (usually much less than 5 eV) associated
with individual collisions of heavy ions and light targets, the
multiple-collision nature of ion trap collisional activation makes
possible the dissociation of a wide range of ions. Ion trap
collisional activation and the blackbody infrared-dissociation
technique used in the Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
(FTICR) mass spectrometer17,18are analogous in that both entail
multiple activation/deactivation processes. In the virtually
collision-free environment of the FTICR mass spectrometer, the
relative rates of infrared photon absorption and emission (i.e.,
activation and deactivation) as compared with unimolecular
dissociation determine the ion internal energy distribution and
overall dissociation rate.17-21 In contrast, nearly all ion ac-
celeration-based methods in the relatively high-pressure envi-
ronment of the ion trap involve at least hundreds of ion-
neutral collisions and relatively long periods over which ion
acceleration is typically effected (10-1000 ms).22 Consequently,
dissociation kinetics and internal energy distributions are
dependent upon the ratio of unimolecular dissociation rates to
rates of collisional activation and deactivation, rather than pho-
ton absorption and emission. Therefore, we have developed a
model based on thermal unimolecular reaction theory to describe
the kinetics of ion trap collision-induced dissociation (CID)
effected via resonance excitation.23,24 It is interesting to note
that for both dissociation methods conditions can be established
where ion activation and deactivation rates can greatly exceed
unimolecular dissociation rates.17,25 In this situation, referred
to as the rapid energy exchange condition,18 dissociation rates
follow the Arrhenius equation. At the opposite extreme,
decomposition rates are determined by the excitation rate over
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the barrier for vibrational dissociation, a situation that applies
to diatomic ions.

It is desirable to understand the relationship between the
experimental conditions used in ion trap collisional activation,
such as with the resonance excitation technique, and the effective
ion temperatures to which diatomic ions can be raised. We have
approached the problem by simulating CID of the tantalum oxide
cation, a strongly bound metal oxide ion for which ion trap
dissociation rates during resonance excitation have been deter-
mined experimentally, under thermal conditions. That is, parent
ions are initially assigned a specific internal temperature which,
in turn, leads to the dissociation rate expected for an ion present
in a buffer gas at the internal temperature used for the
simulation. The internal temperatures achievable are then
estimated via the comparison of simulated dissociation rates with
experimentally determined dissociation rates. It is necessary to
resort to such a simulation for strongly bound diatomic ions
because buffer gas temperatures required to dissociate them at
rates on the order of 10-100 s-1 are extremely difficult to access
experimentally. Elements of our previously reported model for
ion trap CID form the basis for the simulations. In addition,
rotational excitation is also considered in this work because
rotational energy content of a diatomic ion can alter significantly
the vibrational dissociation barrier and thereby affect calculated
dissociation rates. Our approach differs from other simulations
of diatomic dissociation26,27 in that it provides estimates of ion
internal temperatures for a prototypical strongly bound diatomic
ion, complementing a recently reported work which has cor-
related ion activation conditions and effective ion internal
temperatures for a relatively large polyatomic ion, protonated
leucine enkephalin.28 The results reported herein are highly
relevant to understanding the chemical and physical phenomena
underlying the use of the ion trap as a tool in elemental mass
spectrometry,29-35 wherein the destruction of polyatomic ion
interferences is often desirable.

Experimental Section

Experimental results described here were collected using a
quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer coupled with a pulsed
direct current glow discharge (GD) ionization source. Details
of the instrumental configuration28 and CID methodology36 have
been previously described. The instrument is a Teledyne 3DQ
ion trap modified for injection of externally generated GD ions.
A tantalum metal pin was used as the cathode, generating Ta+

ions which were sampled into the ion trap. TaO+ formation
resulted from reactions with adventitious gases within the
analyzer region.

Collisional activation data were acquired using Ne (99.995%)
buffer gas admitted to the vacuum system to bring the total
background pressure in the ion trapping volume to 0.5 mTorr.
Neon was also used as the GD support gas. The typical
experimental sequence involved an ion accumulation period (5
ms), a Ta+ reaction period (∼ 25ms), a parent ion isolation step
(5 ms), a 25 ms ion cooling period at qz ) 0.2, a resonance
excitation of a mass-selected ion, and mass analysis by mass-
selective instability.37 The GD source was pulsed such that the
pulse width defined the ion accumulation period. Ion isolation
was effected by mass selective instability.38,39 Less than unit
mass resolution in ion isolation was sometimes used, but single-
frequency resonance excitation was selective for a narrower
range of mass to charge. In all cases, experiments were
performed that activated a single parent ion type. The amplitude
of the resonance excitation voltage, which was applied in dipolar
fashion to the end-cap electrodes, and theqz value for the parent
ion are indicated in the text.

Simulations were performed on a Macintosh PowerPC G3
with procedures written in Mathcad PLUS 6 for Macintosh
(MathSoft Inc., Cambridge, MA).

Theory

Description of the Model for Collisional Activation. Many
of the elements of the model used in this work have been
described in detail previously.23,24The model, based on thermal
unimolecular reaction theory, is summarized briefly here
primarily to point out the assumptions used and the criteria that
must be met to maximize their validity. The assumptions used
are as follows:

1. Ion number densities are much lower than neutral number
densities so that ion-ion collisions can be ignored.

2. The ion power absorption during ion acceleration is
sufficiently low so that a steady-state ion kinetic energy
distribution can be established whereby ion acceleration by the
oscillating electric field is balanced by deceleration via colli-
sions.

3. Absorption and emission of light by the ions is a far less
important energy-transfer process than collisional energy transfer
under the experimental conditions used here and can therefore
be ignored.

4. The unimolecular dissociation rate of ions with internal
energies equal to or greater than the critical energy for
dissociation greatly exceed the rates for collisional activation
and relaxation so that the sudden-death approximation can be
used to model dissociation.

5. Ions are stored in a pure quadrupolar electric field so that
the ion secular frequency is independent of oscillatory amplitude
(i.e., no higher order field components that give rise to
nonlinearity in ion acceleration are present).

Experimental conditions can be established where assump-
tions 1-4 are valid. For example, ion number densities are
always at least 5 orders of magnitude lower than that of the
buffer gas (assumption 1). Assumption 2 is likely to be valid
under conditions in which 100% of the parent ion loss can be
accounted for by the appearance of product ions. The study of
diatomic ions ensures that assumptions 3 and 4 are valid.
However, assumption 5 is clearly not valid for most ion traps
commonly used in chemical research. Such ion traps are usually
modified intentionally to incorporate higher order fields. This
model does not take into account the effect of such fields on
the ion acceleration process and is one reason the ion accelera-
tion process associated with resonance excitation was not
included in this simulation. Rather, an initial parent ion internal
temperature was assigned to the parent ions for determination
of dissociation kinetics. By assigning a parent ion internal
temperature to the ions, any errors associated with assumption
2 are also obviated.

Master Equation. A general picture of the dissociation of
ions, AB+, via energetic collisions with atomic neutral species,
M, can be represented by the Lindemann mechanism for thermal
unimolecular reactions, in which the collisional energy transfer
(eq 1) and dissociation (eq 2) steps are treated as two distinct
processes.

kactandkdeactare the rate constants for activation and deactivation
of the energized ion (i.e., an ion having sufficient energy to

AB+ + M {\}
kact

kdeact
AB+* + M (1)

AB+* 98
kd

A+ + B (2)
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fragment) AB+*, respectively, andkd is the unimolecular
dissociation rate coefficient for AB+*. Using the steady-state
assumption for AB+*, an expression can be written for the
overall dissociation rate of AB+

where the observed dissociation rate constantkdiss is given by
eq 4:

Lindemann theory assumes that every AB+*-M collision re-
sults in deenergization (strong collision assumption), so that,
kdeact[M] is equal to the collision frequencyω. Furthermore,kd

for diatomic ions is on the order of vibrational frequencies (ca.
1013 s-1) and is thus much larger thanω. Thus, the expression
for kdiss can be rewritten

indicating that collisional activation is rate-determining. Line-
of-centers collision theory stipulates thatkact is the frequency
of collisions for which the center-of-mass kinetic energy is
greater than or equal toE0 (the critical dissociation energy),
kact ) Z exp(-E0/kT), where Z is the gas-kinetic collision
number. However, this picture assumes all ions reside initially
in the vibrational ground state and cannot account for dissocia-
tion that results from stepwise excitation.

Considering the overall mechanism for activation/deactivation
as a multistep process gives

where R(E;E′) is the rate coefficient for collisional energy
transfer from energyE to E′. A coupled set of differential
equations, referred to as the master equation, can then be
constructed from eqs 6 and 7 to describe the time-dependent
population of the individual energy levels

whereR(E;E′) has been expressed in terms of the energy-transfer
probability P(E;E′) according to eq 9:

Realizing that at steady-state [AB+(E)] ≈ 0 above E0 for
diatomics and that the energy-dependent unimolecular dissocia-
tion rate coefficientkd(E′) is zero belowE0 and substituting for
d[AB+]/dt according to eq 3 gives eq 10:

whereg(AB+(E)) ) [AB+(E)]/[AB +] is the normalized popula-

tion density at energyE. Thus, the macroscopic dissociation
rate constantkdissand the normalized time-dependent population
of the individual energy levels can be obtained via simulation
of the microscopic energy-transfer processes.

Collisional Energy-Transfer Probability Function. Of the
several functional forms for the energy-transfer probability
function that have been described,40 the exponential down-step
probability function for inefficient collidersPexp(E;E′) is perhaps
most appropriate for the small energy transfers expected for
TaO+ collisions with the monatomic collider in this work, Ne:

R is the average downward energy transfer in an ion-neutral
collision, and the average up-step sizeâ at ion internal
temperatureTint is given by

The normalization factor C

is obtained from the statistical mechanical constraint of micro-
scopic reversibility, where the density of states is assumed to
be independent of the energy for diatomics41.

Magnitude and Functional Form of Collisional Energy-
Transfer Parameters.A key issue in simulating CID kinetics
is the determination of the magnitude and functional form for
the parametersR and â, because they have a direct effect on
ion deactivation and activation probabilities and the associated
rate coefficients for collisional energy transfer. An approximate
solution to the problem of translational-vibrational (T-V)
energy exchange during a zero impact parameter (i.e., collinear)
collision between an atom and a diatomic (harmonic) oscillator,
such as that indicated in eq 1, has been derived by several
workers using classical dynamics. However, the approximate
solution∆Eapx does not converge to the expected impulse limit
as the M-AB interaction time becomes very small compared
to the AB vibrational period. The refined impulse approximation
(RIA),42,43a modification of the classical dynamical approxima-
tion, gives higher accuracy and is correct in the impulse limit.
The RIA expression for maximum collisional energy transfer
∆ERIA is

where the mass of speciesx is denoted bymx, mtarget refers to
the specific atom of the diatomic undergoing collision with M,
mtotal ) mM + mAB, and KECOM is the center-of-mass (COM)
kinetic energy. The functionf(ê), which accounts for deviation
from the impulse limit, is discussed further below.

d[AB+]
dt

) -kdiss[AB+] (3)

kdiss)
kact[M]

kdeact[M] + kd

kd (4)

kdiss) kact[M] (5)

AB+(E) + M {\}
R(E,E′)

R(E′,E)
AB+(E′) + M (6)

AB+(E′)98
kd(E′)

A+ + B (7)

d[AB+(E′)]

dt
) ω∑

E

([AB+(E)]P(E;E′) -

[AB+(E′)]P(E′;E)) - kd(E′)[AB+(E′)] (8)

P(E;E′) )
[M] R(E;E′)

ω
(9)

-kdissg(AB+(E′)) ) ω ∑
E<E0

g(AB+(E))P(E;E′) -

ωg(AB+(E′)) (10)

Pexp(E;E′) )
exp[-(E - E′)

R ]
C

, E > E′ (11)

)
exp[-(E′ - E)

â ]
C

, E < E′
(12)

â )
RkTint

R + kTint
(13)

C )
1 + R/kTint

R(2 + R/kTint)
(14)

∆ERIA ) 4
mMmAmBmtotal

(mM + mtarget)
2mAB

2
KECOM f(ê) (15)
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The relationship between∆Eapx and∆ERIA is

Furthermore, extensive numerical calculations for T-V energy
exchange have been performed by Kelley and Wolfsberg;44 their
results indicate that the exact energy transfer∆Enum is smaller
than the approximate solution by a factor

wheremtarget represents the atom of the diatomic not undergo-
ing collision with M. Thus, dividing eq 16 by eq 17 gives a
factor F ) ∆Enum/∆ERIA which can be used to give corrected
RIA values ∆ECorr. Averaging over all possible collision
parameters then yields the average (corrected) energy transferred
〈∆ECorr〉 given in eq 18

where angle brackets denote average values.
The total kinetic energy KEtotal of ions moving through a gas

under the influence of an electric field is comprised of terms
related to directed, KEdirected, and stochastic, KEstochastic, motion:

KEstochasticrepresents that part of KEtotal which is available for
conversion to internal energy and is thus equal to KECOM; Teff

is the ion temperature associated with that stochastic motion,
so that,〈KECOM〉 ) 3/2kTeff. Substitution for〈KECOM〉 in eq 18
yields

The functionf(ê) is given by eq 21

where ê is the so-called adiabaticity parameter,ν is the AB
vibrational frequency,L is a characteristic distance for the
neutral-target atom interaction (∼ 0.2 angstroms), andVM-AB

is the relative diatomic-neutral velocity. The impulse limit is
approached (i.e.,ê f 0 andf(ê) f 1) as the collision duration
becomes short compared to the vibrational period (L/VM-AB ,
1/ν). Using the definition KECOM ) (µM-ABVM-AB

2)/2, where
µM-AB is the reduced mass of M and AB, gives the relative
diatomic-neutral velocity:

Because KECOM is directly related toTeff, the functionf(ê) f 1
asTeff f ∞.

Associating〈∆ECorr〉 with vibrational energy up-steps allows
the following expression to be written forâvib:

Furthermore, an estimate of the vibrational energy down-step
parameter can be obtained fromR by solving eq 13 forR to
give eq 24:

Substituting forâvib in eq 24 using eq 23 and realizing that for
diatomic-atomic collisions (assuming no electronic excitation
of the target)Tint is equal toTeff gives the expression forRvib

below:

Rotational-Energy Effects.Although the above discussion
assumes that the energy levels are associated with vibrational
motion, for diatomics, the consideration of rotational degrees
of freedom is important as well. For decompositions involving
simple bond breaking without a recombination barrier, such as
diatomic dissociations, conservation of angular momentum
requires rotational energy to be released into vibrational motion
as interatomic distance increases. The result is that the threshold
energy for vibrational dissociation becomes a (decreasing)
function of (increasing) rotational energyErot (eq 26):41

enabling decomposition to occur over a range of vibrational
energies less thanE0. Furthermore, although angular momentum
doesn’t vary during the period between collisions, it is altered
as the result of collisions, thereby inducing a corresponding
change in the rotational energy. Rewriting eq 8 to take both
vibrational- and rotational-energy changes into account yields
a two-dimensional master equation involving a unimolecular
dissociation rate coefficient and energy-transfer probabilities
which are dependent on both vibrational and rotational energy
[i.e., kd(E) ) kd(Evib,Erot) andP(E,E′) ) P(Evib,Erot;E′vib,E′rot)].
However, the solution of the two-dimensional equation is
formidable, requiring a 4-fold summation. The problem becomes
more tractable if the probability functions for vibrational and
rotational-energy transfer are assumed to be independent of each
other, thereby enablingP(Evib,Erot;E′vib,E′rot) to be separated into
vibrational and rotational parts according to eq 27:

Furthermore, the exponential down-step probability function is
equivalent to the “unrestricted∆J exponential model”, which
was found to provide the best fit to rotational relaxation data
for excited HCl.45 Therefore,Pdown(E;E′) is used to describe
both vibrational and rotational-energy transfer in this study.

Independence of the vibrational and rotational probability
functions implies that the corresponding degrees of freedom are
decoupled during simultaneous energy transfer, or alternatively,
that each collision results in exclusive rotational or vibrational
excitation. Although the physical reality of such assumptions

∆Eapx

∆ERIA
)

(mM + mtarget)
2mAB

2

mtarget
2mtotal

2
(16)

∆Eapx

∆Enum
) exp[1.685

mMmtarget

mtarget(mM + mAB)] (17)

〈∆ECorr〉 ) 2
mMmAmBmtotal

(mM + mtarget)
2mAB

2
〈KECOM〉 f(ê) F (18)

〈KEtotal〉 ) 〈KEdirected〉 + 〈KEstochastic〉 (19)

〈∆ECorr〉 ) 3
mMmAmBmtotal

(mM + mtarget)
2mAB

2
kTeff f(ê) F (20)

f(ê) ) ê2 csch2(ê), ê ) 2π2νL
VM-AB

(21)

VM-AB ) x 3kTeff

µM-AB
(22)

âvib ) 3
mMmAmBmtotal

(mM + mtarget)
2mAB

2
kTeff f(ê) F (23)

Rvib )
âvibkTint

kTint - âvib
(24)

Rvib )

3
mMmAmBmtotal

(mM + mtarget)
2mAB

2
kTeff f(ê) F

1 - 3
mMmAmBmtotal

(mM + mtarget)
2mAB

2
f(ê) F

(25)

E0(Erot) ) E0[1 -
Erot

E0
+ x 2

27(Erot

E0
)3/2] (26)

P(Evib,Erot;E′vib,E′rot) ) Pvib(Evib,E′vib) Prot(Erot,E′rot) (27)
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about these processes is subject to question, detailed calcula-
tions46 comparing simultaneous vibrational-rotational-energy
transfer with exclusive vibrational or rotational transfer indicate
marginal differences in the final overall dissociation rate.
Furthermore, a simple model which representskdiss as the sum
of vibrational and rotational dissociation rates has given results
in good agreement with experiment. That is, adiabatic rotations
increase the purely vibrational dissociation rate by a factor equal
to the sum of a series of purely rotational dissociation rates
(having threshold rotational dissociation energy given by the
inverse of eq 26, i.e.,Erot

max(Evib), over all vibrational levels
below the critical energy. The upper limit ofkdiss, for dissocia-
tions occurring as the result of either purely vibrational activation
or the combination of vibrational and rotational activation,
corresponds to situations in which equilibrium energy distribu-
tions are present. Thus, for the energy-transfer probabilities
given by eqs 11 and 12, the maximum vibrational dissociation
ratekdissmax

vib is

and the maximum rovibrational dissociation ratekdissmax

rovib is

whereQvib is the vibrational partition function andFvib is the
density of vibrational states. Given the very high unimolecular
dissociation rates for diatomic ions and relatively inefficient
energy transfer associated with monatomic collision events, it
is improbable that equilibrium conditions exist during diatomic
ion CID in the quadrupole ion trap. However, factoring the
vibrational-rotational probability according to eq 16 allows the
nonequilibrium two-dimensional master equation to be solved
by methods similar to those employed for the numerical solution
of the corresponding one-dimensional (vibrational) master
equation. One such technique, termed the exact stochastic
method (ESM),47 monitors the evolution of ion internal energy
over a series of ion-neutral collisions, with the intervals
between collisions and the direction and magnitude of the energy
change at each collision being determined via a Monte Carlo
technique.

Random Walk Procedure. In the ESM, the random time
interval τ between ion-neutral collisions is

wherer is a random number from the unit-interval distribution
(equal probability for any number between 0 and 1). The ion-
neutral hard-sphere collision frequency was calculated from eq
31:

N is the neutral number density,µ is the reduced mass of the
collision pair, and the Ne-TaO+ hard-sphere collision cross-

sectionπσ2 was assigned as 39 Å2 on the basis of radii of 1.85
and 1.7 Å for TaO+ and Ne, respectively.

Initial vibrational and rotational energies for the intact
diatomic ion are randomly chosen from a 300 K Boltzmann
distribution. The ion is then assigned a specific internal
temperature at which it undergoes collisional activation and
deactivation during a random walk in energy space. Each ion-
neutral collision is assumed to result in one of three events:
(1) an increase, (2) a decrease, or (3) no change in energy, for
rotational as well as for vibrational processes because they are
assumed to be independent of each other. The direction of ener-
gy change resulting from each collision is determined by com-
paring another random number of the same type to the prob-
ability for an energy down-stepPdownstepas given by eq 32:

Note that for each collision two separate comparisons (each with
a different random number) are required. The final step in the
simulation of energy transfer, the randomization of the energy-
step size for each collision, is accomplished by inverting the
exponential energy-transfer probability function to give eq 33:

where∆Edown represents the random energy down-step size and
separate determinations are made for vibrational and rotational-
energy transfers. Energy down-steps are constrained by assum-
ing that any collision for which∆Edown > E is elastic and no
energy change occurs. Similarly, replacingR with â in eq 33
allows the size of the vibrational and rotational energy up-steps
to be randomized. Although it is doubtful that equilibrium
conditions exist during diatomic ion CID in the quadrupole ion
trap, as noted above, simulations were also performed for
rotational equilibrium conditions to provide an upper limit for
expected dissociation rates (vide infra). For such simulations,
the rotational energy was determined by random sampling from
a Boltzmann rotational-energy distribution.

Dissociation kinetics can be simulated by terminating ion
trajectories in energy space when the internal energy exceeds
the (rotational-energy-dependent) barrier for dissociation given
in eq 26, a procedure sometimes referred to as the sudden-death
approximation. The critical dissociation energy for TaO+,
E0(Ta+-O) ) 7.63 ( 0.15 eV, was derived from the neutral
TaO bond dissociation energy,E0(Ta-O) ) 8.35 ( 0.13 eV,
and the IEs of Ta, IE(Ta)) 7.89 eV, and TaO, IE(TaO))
8.61 ( 0.02 eV, using eq 34:

As noted above, this procedure assumes the unimolecular
dissociation rate of an ion with an internal energy exceeding
the threshold for fragmentation is much faster than the deactiva-
tion rate; the assumption is most valid for diatomic ions because
their lifetimes at energies above the dissociation threshold is
on the order of a vibrational period. Performing a series of many
such random walks (i.e., simulating the dissociations of many
ions) and then plotting the number of undissociated parent ions
as a function of excitation time yields a simulated CID
dissociation rate curve. Ensemble averaging of the histogrammed
internal energy data from each random walk enables the time-
dependent internal energy distribution of the ion population at

kdissmax

vib )
ω

Qvib
∑

Evib)0

∞

Fvib exp(-Evib

kTeff
) (28)

kdissmax

rovib ) kdissmax

vib [1 +
ω

Qvib kdissmax

vib
∑

Evib)0

E0

Fvib

exp(-[Evib + Erotmax
(Evib)]

kTeff
)] (29)

τ ) 1
ω

ln(1r ) (30)

ω ) Nπσ2x8kTeff

πµ
(31)

Pdownstep)
∫E

E′
exp

-(E - E′)
R

dE′

C
)

kTint + R
2kTint + R

, E′ < E

(32)

∆Edown ) -R ln(r) (33)

E0(Ta+ - O) ) E0(Ta - O) + IE(Ta) - IE(TaO) (34)
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Teff to be obtained. In addition, because vibrational- and ro-
tational-energy changes are simulated and tracked independently,
the vibrational and rotational distributions can be examined
separately.

Results and Discussion

Using the methods described above, simulations of TaO+

dissociation via multiple collisions with Ne (0.5 mTorr, 300
K) were performed for 104 ions at various assigned values of
Teff and the corresponding vibrational-energy-transfer parameter
Rvib (as determined from eq 25). For eachTeff, the effects of
rotational dissociation were also considered by using rotational-
energy transfer parameters likely to represent the extremes of
such experiments, that is, forRrot ) Rvib and for rotational
equilibrium, as well as for an intermediate condition,Rrot )
10Rvib. Figure 1, for example, shows a plot of the number of
undissociated TaO+ ions as a function of time forTeff ) 20 000
K (Rvib ) 0.135 eV andRrot ) 10Rvib). Dissociation rateskdiss

were obtained from the random walk simulations via the slope
of the-ln([TaO+]t/[TaO+]0) vs time curves as determined using
linear least-squares fitting. Because collisional energy transfer
is rate-limiting at the Ne pressure used in these simulations, as
well as at buffer gas pressures normally used for ion trap CID,
the simulatedkdiss values are scaled by the collision frequency.
For example, eq 31 yields a collision frequency of 3.0× 104

s-1 at 20 000 K.
Figure 2 compares the simulated dissociation rates determined

in the above manner over the range of assignedTeff values used
in this work. As noted previously, diatomic dissociation can
occur over a range of vibrational energies less than the critical
energy because rotational energy can be channeled into vibra-
tional motion as the interatomic distance increases. Conse-
quently, incorporation of rotational-energy transfer in the
simulations is seen to result in increased dissociation rates
relative to purely vibrational-energy transfer. For example, at
20 000 K when rotational-energy transfer is excluded,kdiss/ω
(6.08× 10-5) is somewhat less than that obtained at the lower
extreme of rotational-energy transferRrot ) Rvib (3.03× 10-4)
and significantly less than atRrot ) 10 Rvib (1.75× 10-3) and
at rotational equilibrium (5.43× 10-3). For comparison
purposes, the maximum vibrational dissociation ratekdissmax

vib /ω
from eq 28 is 1.16× 10-2 and the maximum rovibrational
dissociation ratekdissmax

rovib /ω from eq 29 is 4.05× 10-2.
Experimentalkdiss/ω values for CID of TaO+ in the quadru-

pole ion trap are plotted vs peak-to-peak resonance excitation

voltage in Figure 3. Over the range of resonance excitation
voltages used, experimentally measuredkdiss/ω values ranged
from about 2.6× 10-4 to 2.3 × 10-3. Comparison of the
experimental dissociation rates with those determined from
simulations can provide an estimate ofTeff values attainable by
collisional activation of strongly bound diatomic ions in a
quadrupole ion trap. For example,kdiss/ω for a resonance
excitation voltage of 1Vp-p was 1.5× 10-3. If the simulated
kdiss/ω curves in Figure 2 forRrot ) Rvib and rotational
equilibrium are assumed to represent the extremes of rotational-
energy transfer, then the correspondingTeff value at that voltage
is bracketed by approximately 16 000 (rotational equilibrium)
and 25 000 K (Rrot ) Rvib), with an intermediate value of about
19 000 K (Rrot ) 10Rvib). The overall range of observed
experimentalkdiss/ω values is bracketed by correspondingTeff

values extending from about 13 500 to 18 000 K (rotational
equilibrium) and from approximately 19 500 to 27 000 K (Rrot

) Rvib); the Teff range is about 15 500-21 000 K for Rrot )
10Rvib.

It is interesting to compare theTeff estimates deduced herein
by the correlation of experimental and simulated dissociation
rates (vide supra) with those generated via a software package,
ITSIM, developed by Cooks’ group to simulate ion processes
in quadrupole ion traps.48 Ion trajectories are calculated numeri-
cally in ITSIM as solutions to Newton’s equations for ion
motion in electric fields which result from various ion trap
operating conditions and electrode geometries.Teff values, which

Figure 1. Number of undissociated TaO+ ions at 20 000 K (Rvib )
0.135 eV, Rrot ) 10Rvib) as a function of time, from which the
dissociation rate can be derived.

Figure 2. Simulated dissociation rates for TaO/Ne at a Ne pressure
of 0.5 mTorr as a function of effective temperature for rotational-
vibrational dissociation and for vibrational dissociation only.

Figure 3. Experimental dissociation rates for TaO+ undergoing CID
via resonance excitation in 0.5 mTorr of Ne buffer gas.
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represent the total random kinetic energy available to the
diatomic internal degrees of freedom, are subsequently calcu-
lated from the relative ion-neutral velocities. For ITSIM
simulations using the Ne pressure (0.5 mTorr), resonance
excitation frequency (226 kHz), and range of excitation voltages
(0.56-1.2 Vp-p) employed in the TaO+ dissociation experi-
ments, the predictedTeff values (∼15 000-24 000 K) are in
good agreement with the estimates made above. Dissociation
rates could not be compared because our version of ITSIM did
not incorporate simulated fragmentation processes.

It is notable that besides increasingkdissrotational dissociation
also has an effect on the internal energy distribution of a
dissociating TaO+ ion population, which reaches steady state
during the linear portion of the-ln([TaO+]t/[TaO+]0) vs time
curve. Figure 4 compares the TaO+ steady-state vibrational-
energy distribution (Teff ) 20 000 K,Rrot ) 10Rvib) following
1500 collisions for rotational-vibrational dissociation and
vibrational dissociation only; the curves have been normalized.
The corresponding Boltzmann energy distribution for TaO+ ions
fragmenting under equilibrium conditions is plotted as well.
Because dissociation occurs under nonequilibrium conditions
for such situations, the ion population cannot be maintained at
the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution. Furthermore, examina-
tion of the distributions reveals that rotational-energy transfer
contributes to increased depopulation of vibrational energies as
compared with vibration excitation only because the threshold
for vibrational dissociation is a function of rotational energy.
For example, the normalized ion populations at 7 and 6 eV are
27.1% and 43.2%, respectively, of the equilibrium populations
for the purely vibrational simulation, whereas the same popula-
tions are 99.7% and 96.9% depopulated, respectively, for
rotational-vibrational dissociation.

Conclusions

The relationship between ion activation conditions and ion
internal temperatures for high-mass polyatomic ions is the
subject of ongoing research25,28,49-51, so it is interesting to
consider the results for dissociation of strongly bound diatomic
ions within that context. A recent ion activation study involving
protonated leucine-enkephalin, a five-residue polypeptide ion,
demonstrated a nearly 400 K increase in internal temperature
by the use of resonance excitation and helium as the buffer gas.28

Although achievement of higher internal temperatures was

precluded by ion ejection from the ion trap, such an increase in
temperature still was sufficient to drive dissociation rates to
nearly 100 s-1. Correlation of internal temperatures with
resonance excitation parameters was achieved by the use of
Arrhenius parameters for leucine-enkephalin previously obtained
via thermal dissociation rate measurements. The determination
of ion internal temperatures for various ion activation techniques
via that method is straightforward when the parent ion internal
energy distribution is Boltzmann. Such situations exist when
collisional activation and deactivation rates are far greater than
unimolecular dissociation rates, a condition termed the rapid
energy exchange limit. However, the probability of rapid energy
exchange conditions prevailing diminishes as the internal
temperature increases and the number of degrees of freedom
of the parent ion decreases. Strongly bound diatomic ions
represent the extreme case because far higher effective tem-
peratures are required to effect dissociation which is expected
to occur at vibrational frequencies, the result being a significant
deviation from a Boltzmann internal energy distribution.
Although experimental results presented here suggest that such
temperatures are achievable via resonance excitation, the
correlation of effective temperatures with experimental param-
eters is problematic because heating the buffer gas to such
temperatures so as to achieve dissociation is obviously an
impractical approach.

Given the experimental difficulties associated with estimating
the internal temperatures of diatomic ions undergoing collisional
activation in the ion trap, we have approached the problem via
simulation techniques. For diatomic dissociations, conservation
of the angular momentum requires rotational energy to be
released into vibrational motion as the interatomic distance
increases. Consequently, the threshold energy for vibrational
dissociation is a decreasing function of increasing rotational
energy enabling fragmentation to occur over a range of
vibrational energies less than the binding strength of the
diatomic. Thus, in addition to vibrational-energy transfer, it is
important to incorporate rotational-energy transfer in CID
simulations to improve the accuracy of predicted dissociation
rates. The simulation results reported here, which take both T-V
and translational-rotational-energy transfer into consideration,
suggest that effective temperatures in the tens of thousands of
degrees are required to dissociate a strongly bound diatomic
ion such as TaO+, even under rotational equilibrium conditions.
Furthermore, the experimental data indicate that collisional
activation via resonance excitation in a quadrupole ion trap
appears capable of accessing the necessary temperatures.
Examination of the internal energy distribution also reveals that
rotational-energy transfer contributes to increased depopulation
of vibrational energies as compared with vibration excitation
only.

Despite the remarkably high internal temperatures apparently
achievable by collisional activation via ion trap resonance
excitation, the average internal energyEavg_int of TaO+ is
comparable to that present in much larger polyatomics during
CID because of the large difference in degrees of freedom. For

example, in this study, the predicted internal temperature for
TaO+ (1 internal degree of freedom) dissociating at 30 s-1 is

Figure 4. Steady-state vibrational-energy distributions from ESM
simulations of TaO+/Ne dissociation atTeff ) 20 000 K (Rvib ) 0.135
eV, Rrot ) 10Rvib). The corresponding Boltzmann energy distribution
for TaO+ ions fragmenting under equilibrium conditions is plotted as
well.

Eavg_int) ∑
n)1

number of oscs gnhνn

exp[ hνn

kTint
] - 1

ν t oscillator frequency, gt oscillator degeneracy
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about 20 000 K; the corresponding average internal energy at
that temperature is 1.67 eV. In comparison, an internal tem-
perature of approximately 610 K, corresponding to 3.61 eV
average internal energy, was required to drive CID of protonated
leucine-enkephalin (219 internal degrees of freedom) at the same
rate. Furthermore, it is notable that even at such high effective
temperatures the probability for formation of doubly charged
tantalum oxide ions (TaO2+) via electronic excitation of TaO+

is extremely low. The principle generally used to relate such
excitation probability to ion kinetic energy is the adiabatic
criterion of Massey52 which asserts that the maximum transition
probability occurs when the collision and electronic transition
times are comparable. Expressed in terms of the relative ion-
neutral velocity corresponding to the maximum transition
probability Vmax_prob the Massey adiabatic criterion is ap-
proximated by

whereainteract is the effective interaction distance,∆E is the
difference in energy between states, andh is Planck’s constant.
When the above equation is applied to the formation of TaO2+,
the first ionization energy of TaO+ (8.61 eV) can be substituted
for ∆E (the second ionization energy is unavailable to our
knowledge, but can be assumed greater than or equal to the
first ionization energy) and 5 Aˆ can be taken as the typical
interaction distance. The resultingVmax_probis 1.0× 108 cm s-1

(1.0× 105 eV) as compared with the relative TaO+-Ne velocity
of 5.2 × 105 cm s-1 (2.6 eV) atTeff ) 20 000 K (obtained via
eq 22).
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